
 
Sail Training International Positions Sought Submission Form 

Editorial Policy 

1. This listing facility is open to any vessel operator or organisation involved in sail 
training.  

2. STI reserves the right not to publish a listing for any reason whatsoever.  

3. After completing the form, email to STI (office@sailtraininginternational.org) for 
editorial review prior to publishing on site. You can expect your advertisement to 
appear within 2-3 business days.  

4. Your listing will be automatically removed after three months unless you indicate an 
earlier date. To retain a listing beyond three months, please notify STI before the 
end of the three month period.  

Date of Posting April 2, 2020

Name Susanna Larsen

Position Sought Deckhand 

Location preference World wide 

Full Time / Seasonal   
Seasonal

Paid / Voluntary  
Paid, (maybe voluntary)

Description of Position 
Sought  
(max 100 words)

I am seeking a job as a Deckhand on a sail training vessel. I 
worked as cook for 2 years on schooner Pacific Grace, for 
SALTS. I would prefer tall ships who do longer voyages, and 
focus more on youth training, or sail training in general as 
opposed to charters, or day sails. I have been a volunteer 
Bosun’s mate with JST (Tenacious) on their Atlantic crossing 
and have done many months of refit for Pacific Grace which 
included 2 haul outs. I am a hard worker, energetic, and 
enthusiastic about boats, the ocean, and travel. I am 
passionate about promoting positive and life changing 
community. I can help educate as well, since I work in a school 
at the moment as a Special education Assistant.  

Qualifications

Domestic Vessel Safety (DVS) 
Marine Advanced First aid and CPR level HCP -31   
Restricted Operators Certificate (Maritime) 
Small Vessel Operators Proficiency (SVOP) 
(All Random Canadian sail courses that are required to work 
for a commercial organization)

Email Sportssl97@gmail.com

mailto:office@sailtraininginternational.org
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Telephone 604-809-5840


